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Abstract
Living in a world of demographic change means that aging societies will to a
higher extend deal with mobility issues, chronic illnesses, and fall risks. Smart
home technologies are increasingly considered in healthcare and could help
alleviate the dilemma of people wanting to remain autonomous and
independent while growing older. Under the lens of Clarke’s Situational
Analysis, this paper explores how health smart homes for the elderly are
co-constructed on the platforms of Scopus and Twitter. Using both Big Data
and Thick Data, silent voices in the discourse around this technology are
uncovered in order to understand how far the innovation of smart homes is
aligned with the needs of its users. The main finding of this research paper
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enough. In order to design smart health homes for the elderly, the researchers
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1. Introduction
We are experiencing a demographic shift with the number of people that are 65
years and older increasing rapidly. In the European Union (EU), the number of
people in this age group was 16% in 2010 and is predicted to nearly double rising to
29% until the year 2060 (Council of Europe Development Bank, 2014). This trend is
also reflected in other countries (WHO, 2018a).
An EU citizen at the age of 65 is expected to live on average another 20 years
(Eurostat, 2018). As health is naturally declining with age, a longer life leads to a
stronger need for medical attention and assistance. In the EU, 55% of those aged
65+ have at least one chronic disease (Harbergs and Achterberg, 2012, p. 92). The
prevalence of chronic diseases, such as diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease
and cancer, are expected to increase in an ageing society. Furthermore, mobility
issues and falls are a big concern for the elderly due to medical expenses to treat
fall-related injuries and lives lost due to fatal falls (European Public Health
Association, 2018, p. 1). This illustrates a considerable strain on the healthcare
system.
Reduced mobility and chronic illnesses impact the ability for self-care, especially with
additional physical or mental disabilities (Cocco, 2011, p. 88). Seniors who are no
longer able to perform activities of daily living will, therefore, become more
dependent on receiving help - either from family members or the medical system.
Despite that, more and more elderly wish to live independently and ‘age in place’
(Demiris et al., 2008, p. 120; van Hoof et al., 2011, p. 310; Cocco, 2011, p. 89).
Ageing in place is defined as "the provision of support and services to older persons
to enable them to remain in their own homes for as long as they can, and in
environments that are enabling" (Mestheneos, 2011, p. 17). However, ageing in
place is often times dangerous due to the aforementioned risk factors. Opportunely,
we are also in times of technological advancement reaching its all-time high with new
digital tools and solutions coming in place.
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The topic of smart homes has gained increased attention during the past years as
seen in Google Trends (Appendix 11). Smart homes are mostly known for their
ability to increase the comfort and efficiency of the building through, for example,
controlling lighting or climate. According to Statista, the number of households with
integrated smart home appliances will keep on growing worldwide, from 44,8 million
in 2017 to 257,4 million by the year 2023 (Statista, 2018a, p. 4).
Smart home technologies, however, are also increasingly considered in healthcare.
The use of sensors and connected devices can help alleviate the dilemma of older
citizens to remain autonomous and independent, while not being able to take care of
themselves and their surroundings to the same extent as before (Courtney et al.,
2008, p. 195; Demiris et al., 2004, p. 87; van Hoof et al., 2011, p. 310; Cocco, 2011,
p. 89).
The interest in using smart home technologies to assist elderly is forthcoming not
only from individuals but increasingly more from governments and, understandably
so, due to the many potential benefits. Around the world, there are several
governmental projects which investigate how the use of assistive technology can
support the elderly with independent living, health, security and isolation-related
challenges. Some examples are I-Stay@Home (I-stay@Home, 2018a), GRaCE-Age
(EIT Health, 2018), or Ageing in Place Singapore (Ministry of Health Singapore,
2015).
These raised curiosity within us to investigate how smart homes for the elderly are
being talked about and by whom. In order to “situate our knowledge” (Haraway,
1988, p. 589), we will dive deep into the platforms Twitter and Scopus. With Adele
Clarke's Situated Analysis, we furthermore want to uncover the dominant and
implicated voices in the discourse around health smart homes for the elderly. This
will help us to understand how far the innovation of smart homes is aligned with the
needs of its users.
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2. Research Project
In this chapter, we will sketch out the overall focus of our research: how we found a
research question, explain the used methods and go into depth with a theoretical
review

based

on

Clarke’s

Situational

Analysis

and

Bacchi’s

method

of

Problematization. Furthermore, we will situate our research with respect to relevant
definitions and provide a background for smart homes.

2.1 Finding a Research Question
Our research was a process-oriented exploratory project where we focussed on how
complex issues, such as the discourse around smart homes, can be navigated. We
employed an inductive methodology, which means that we wanted to generate
theory out of our data. Working along the empirical case of smart homes, we
employed an iterative process of data collection, analysis and theory exploration in
order to develop a research question.
After a brainstorming session (see Appendix 1), we started our research with a
common interest in the Internet of Things (IoT) connected to health, which we
wanted to explore under different angles. Guided through preliminary research using
exploratory Scopus queries connected to IoT, we found 32,824 records, mainly in
areas of security, healthcare and technology. By diving into related research articles,
we came across the topic of smart homes, as IoT is an inherent part of smart homes.
Through an ongoing process of data collection with Scopus, and reading articles, we
refined our topic more and more, as can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research process visualized

As we narrowed down our topic to smart homes, we were initially interested in how
technology relates to sustainability. By continuously reviewing the literature on this
topic, new findings and discussions about mould-prevention through IoT technology
led us to the topic of smart homes, indoor climate and life quality. To get an insight
into this field, we decided to read published articles for this topic and made a new
query in Scopus with the keywords: ‘smart home AND health’. We saw that this was
relevant in academic articles, as the search returned 1,256 records.
Through the literature review on smart homes and health, we found that elderly were
the main target group of this research area, with a major focus on the smart home as
a preventative and supportive measure for their health or for comfort purposes. Our
research topic is therefore situated at the intersection of three dimensions: health,
smart homes and elderly (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Dimensions of research topics
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While diving deeper into the data for our analysis, we reviewed different theories that
could frame what we found in our datasets. The SCOT (Social Construction of
Technology) theory could help us understand the technological development
process, but had a too narrow focus on human actors. As we wanted to explore the
topic of smart homes and elderly inductively, Adele Clarke’s theory on Situational
analysis was decided to be an appropriate theory. With this theoretical standpoint,
combined with our findings from Twitter and Scopus platforms, we ended up with the
final research question:
How is the discourse of health smart homes for the elderly co-constructed
within the platforms of Twitter and Scopus?
A central part of our research question is to find out how the discourse on health
smart homes for the elderly is taking place and reflect on dominant actors and
implicated voices within. Furthermore, we will dismantle smart homes as taken for
granted entities. In that, we aim to observe how smart homes for the elderly come to
be and who is involved in the discourse surrounding them.
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2.2. Method
Our research is based on secondary data which was analyzed with various tools and
visualizations to get a deeper understanding of our topic. In the following, we will
reflect on the tools we based our analysis on for our process-oriented research.
To explore the complexity of our research field, we conducted an academic literature
research on Scopus and ran a search query for Twitter in ‘Twitter Capture and
Analysis Toolset’ (TCAT) (Ethos Lab, 2018). While Scopus provided us document
records of the academic sphere, Twitter gave us extracts of the discourse on a social
media platform.
During our project, we investigated data through the Snowball method, which implies
that one piece of information lead us to another and shaped the direction in which
further investigations went (Berg, 1995, p. 301).
For the analysis, we selected conceptual tools fitting the context to visualize findings.
Gephi was used to visualize dynamic networks, Tableau to generate charts, and
Cortext for text network visualizations, sentiment analysis, and intertopical distance
maps. Gephi was able to expose the strength of relations between nodes more
dynamically than Cortext, which was important to our understanding of dominant
actors. With Cortext we explored the topic formation, along with the dominant
occurrence of a word based on its frequency and its statistical relevance compared
to the full set of words. Cortext was also able to work with the basic word form
(‘stem’) while disregarding grammatical changes as different endings (Appendix 3).
Tableau was very handy to visualize cleaned data in different dimensions, especially
the numerical values.
Scopus dataset was analyzed with two additional tools. First, Table2net w
 as used to
define nodes and convert the files in a Gephi format to have more flexibility than
Cortext. Furthermore, Scopus depicted first visualizations for search results in its
incorporated tool Scopus Analyze. Those were used for initial impressions and build
up on later as it showed trendlines and charts of main subject domains.
In addition, Scopus analysis was built upon Pal et al. (2018) method of categorizing
content to divide smart home technologies into five different research topics. This
7

illuminated the discourse content and implicated voices in Scopus. As Pal et al.
(2018) was used as a method, as well as an analysis output, it will be elaborated
further in chapter 3.1.1.2.
Twitter datasets were gathered and exported via TCAT which influenced our dataset
in the sense that downtime of the tool meant a gap in our data query. It defined the
type of data we received as well e.g. users, tweets, mentions, hashtags, co-hashtags
etc. When exporting the data, we used the overall datasheet as well as some
predefined data categories. Due to a lot of ‘noise’, data cleaning was needed to have
a clear focus on our core topics smart home, health, and elderly. The detailed
approach will be explained for Twitter in chapter 3.2.1.
Scopus and Twitter gave us insight into the overall dominant picture based on ‘Big
data’. To cover social context, we needed more personal stories. Therefore, we used
‘Thick Data’ which Wang (2013, p. 2) describes as “ethnographic approaches that
uncover the meaning behind Big Data visualization and analysis.” Therefore, we dug
into our data sets to uncover stories, the direct involvement of the elderly and
investigated on projects and articles outside our datasets (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Sources of Big Data and Thick Data and their overlap

While analyzing the data and understanding the background, we used Bacchi’s
problematization method. Bacchi, drawing on Michel Foucault, is interested in how
an issue is created, classified, analyzed, and regulated, or in short, problematized.
This means that in order to understand the concept of smart homes, we have to
analyze how they are dealt with and observe how they come to be ( Bacchi, 2012, p.
8

7). T
 his enabled us to dismantle objects such as ‘smart homes’ or ‘the elderly’ as
taken for granted fixed essences (Bacchi, 2012, p. 2), which will be elaborated on in
2.4.

2.3. Theory
In this section, we discuss the epistemological grounding of our research and
present our theoretical approach.
The framework of ‘Situational Analysis’ by Adele Clarke (2005) is largely based on
“Grounded Theory”, an empirical, inductive method that attempted to make
qualitative research more systematic, through generating theory out of data by
comparisons, theoretical sampling and memos (Mathar, 2008, p. 1). Clarke’s main
goal is to ‘update’ Grounded Theory with postmodern theories by scholars such as
Foucault, Latour and Haraway. Postmodernism is hereby “no unified system of
beliefs or assumptions” (Clarke, 2005, p. xxiv) but rather views all knowledge as
socially and culturally produced. In fact,
“The core of postmodernism is the doubt that any method or theory,
discourse or genre, tradition or novelty, has a universal claim as the “right”
or the privileged form of authoritative knowledge. Postmodernism
suspects all truth claims of masking and serving particular interests in
local, cultural and political struggles.” (Clarke 2015, xxvi)
Clarke’s Situational Analysis is rooted in three central theoretical approaches which
she uses to revise Grounded Theory and to “represent the field's messiness”
(Mathar, 2008, p. 1).
Root 1: Dominant voices
In the first root Clarke relates Situational Analysis to Michel Foucault’s concepts of
discursive practices a
 nd power. A discourse for Foucault is an institutionalized way
of talking, acting or writing about our reality within a historically situated social
system (Foucault, 1981). It defines what can and cannot be said about our world and
how it can be thought of and conceptualized. In that, it is a system that produces and
organizes knowledge and meaning, and defines the realities we live in as well as the
relations we have (Foucault, 1969). Discourses are:
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“produced by effects of power within a social order, and this power prescribes
particular rules and categories which define the criteria for legitimating
knowledge and truth within the discursive order.” (Adams, 2017).
They are thus created through power-relations and contain conflicts and
contradictions (Clarke, 2005, p. 57). Power, with Foucault, can be understood as
fluid and constituted through knowledge relationships (Clarke, 2005, p. 56).
Clarke (2005), as Foucault, analyses the discourse going on within the situation at
hand as well as the question of power. In our research, we will look at where the
dominant discourse on health smart homes is situated. Furthermore, since discursive
practices are inherently historical, we will shortly explore the background of smart
homes in section 2.4. which will further situate our research.
Root 2: Non-human actors
Secondly, inspired by Actor-Network Theory (ANT), Clarke is aiming to take the
non-human explicitly into account. Her main takeaway from ANT for her Situational
Analysis is that “both human actors and non-human actors have agency” (Mathar,
2008, p. 9) and that their “agency is everywhere” (Clarke, 2005, p. 63). With this, she
challenges the idea “that only humans ‘really’ matter or ‘matter most’” (Clarke, 2005,
p. 63). With a topic as complex as smart homes, we will see this point coming to
fruition in our analysis. However, it is important to note here that “the non-human and
the human are coconstructive - together constitute the world and each other” (ibid.)
and thus “permanently (re-)produce each other” (Mathar, 2008, p. 9). As hybrids,
smart home technologies and their users form symbiotic, messy bonds that oppose
binary, essentialist categories of humans vs. machines.
In order to analyze these co-constructions and co-constitutions, Clarke proposes to
focus on specific situations while specifically including non-humans and humans into
the analysis. Thus, through Situational Analysis “the situation per se becomes the
ultimate unit of analysis, and understanding its elements and their relations is the
primary goal” (Clarke, 2005, p. xxii). Hence, the situation we are analyzing is a health
smart home for the elderly.
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Clarke wants to make a shift from understanding the researcher as the “all-knowing
analyst” to the “acknowledged participant” (Clarke, 2005, p. xxviii). Here she is
influenced by Haraway who is arguing that knowledge cannot be gained through
“objectivity” or a “view from nowhere” (Haraway, 1988, p.134) that is devoid of all
bias. She instead argues for an understanding of knowledge that is situated because
both knowledge and technology can only be understood within their context (ibid., p.
589). We will use these perspectives in our research as we analyze who is talking
about smart homes and which people are part of the target group.
Root 3: Implicated actors
Clarke draws inspiration from Strauss’ and Corbin’s social arenas for the
development of situational analysis (Clarke, 2005, p. 65). In social worlds and
arenas, Clarke argues, there are at least two types of “implicated actors”. The first
one

are

those

“who

are

physically

present

but

are

generally

silenced/ignored/invisible by those in power” (ibid.) in the social worlds/arenas. The
second one are those implicated actors who are not physically present in a social
world “but solely discursively constructed; they are conceived, represented, and
perhaps targeted by the work of those others; hence they are discursively present”
(Clarke, 2005, p. 46). The concept of implicated actors,
“provides a means of analyzing the situatedness of less powerful actors and
the consequences of others’ actions for them and raises issues of discursive
constructions of actors and of nonhuman actors” (Clarke, 2005, p. 46).
In our case, this applies to the analysis of the different datasets as we look for the
dominant discourse on smart homes for the elderly, as well as reflecting upon the
missing voices on Twitter and Scopus.
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2.4. Situating the research
In order to understand smart homes as a concept, we had to take them apart as
‘taken for granted’ objects. During our initial research phase, we realized that we
took the terms ‘smart homes’ and ‘elderly’ for granted, making a common
understanding of these concepts problematic. Therefore, we decided to disassemble
these categories according to Bacchi and situate the idea of smart homes historically
and through real-life cases. Since our research topic lies within the intersection of the
elderly, health, smart home technologies and IoT, we settled on finding a common
understanding for terms ‘elderly’, ‘health’, ‘smart home’ and ‘IoT’.
The definition of elderly changes from high-income countries (65+ as the age of
receiving pensions) to low-income countries (between 50 and 55+ of age) making it
hard to find a global unified definition of ‘elderly people’ (WHO, 2018a). We,
therefore, decided to define ‘elderly’ in accordance with the WHO, which suggests
the category of 60+ of age as a general measure (ibid.).
Health is defined as "a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity" (WHO, 2018b), acknowledging all
three aspects of one's health equally important. As health condition naturally
declines with age, older adults might require assisted living: "a
 system of housing
and limited care that is designed for senior citizens who need some assistance with
daily activities but do not require care in a nursing home" (Merriam-Webster, 2018).
IoT describes the ability to connect physical objects and locations through embedded
sensors and the internet (Digi Talks, 2018). The hereby generated ‘smart objects’
are able to take in information and exchange it with other objects (Fleisch et al.,
2015, p. 445), making smart objects the essence of smart homes. The purpose of
those integrated smart home appliances is to increase the comfort and efficiency
which includes activities such as environment control, security, communications, and
entertainment (Harmo et al., 2005, p.1).
“These devices collect multiple types of data, including physiological, location
or movement data. Algorithms transform the raw data into activity patterns
12

which can be used for early detection and intervention by healthcare providers
or residents and their families.” (Courtney et al., 2008, p. 195)
Our research showed that other terms to describe smart homes are 'smart houses'
and 'home automation'. An academic definition of 'home automation' in 2005 stated:
“It is the task of the home server to connect the various devices and networks
together.” (Harmo et al., 2005, p. 1-2). However, corporations started building
prototype houses long before the term IoT appeared. Smart homes were
conceptualized as early as in the 1980s (Berg, 2005, p. 301). Early prototypes of
smart homes as Honeywell, NAHB and Xanadu, had one central control center that
connected the whole house (ibid., 306-308). Today, the concept shifted to the
integration of multiple technologies. This is affirmed by recent EU projects such as ‘I
stay@home‘ (I stay@home, 2018b) and ‘Smart Home for Elderly People - HOPE’
(Hope, 2018), in which various technologies such as wearables, detectors and ICT
technologies produced by different companies come together in one household
(ibid.).
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3. Analysis
In the analysis, we will explore our datasets in order to answer our research question
of how the discourse of health smart homes for the elderly is co-constructed within
the platforms of Twitter and Scopus. With this, we want to understand how the issue
of smart homes for the elderly is problematized, created, classified, analyzed, and
regulated. This will help us to find dominant actors and reflect on implicated voices in
this discourse. We will approach this with three main questions:
1. How are smart homes in general and smart homes for the elderly in specific
talked about in the discourse?
2. Who are the dominant actors in this discourse?
3. Whose voices are being implicated?

3.1. Scopus
This part of the analysis focuses on the academic literature in the field health smart
homes. For this, Scopus was used to search for document records since it’s “the
world’s largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature” (Elsevier,
2018a).

3.1.1. Background
As mentioned previously, the selection of data is a crucial foundation of data
analysis, therefore, we refined our query with the key terms of Figure 4.

Figure 4. Keywords and synonyms used in the Scopus search query.
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Synonyms were used to broaden the search, as we wanted to include as many
documents within our dataset as possible, within the scope of the search criteria.
The year range of the search was from all time to 2018 as the results for 2019 raised
some questions about their release.
3.1.1.1. Analysis approach
Figure 5 depicts the overall Scopus data collection and visualization process. We
used the aforementioned query as the foundation for our raw data download which
included details about each document (author(s), affiliations, number of citations,
abstracts etc.). Furthermore, we also got a statistical overview of the documents
through Scopus analyze (an incorporated analysis tool), which gave us initial insight
into the data but reduced the the data by 25 records, the reason for this was unclear.
We continued by utilizing Cortext as it gave us the opportunity to deal with all 1.545
records and text (abstracts and keywords) for discourse and power relations
scrutiny.
To deal with complexity, manual categorization of the data was done twice.
Therefore, we narrowed our universe to documents above 30 citations which
represent the most popular documents in the field. This scope was manually
manageable and enabled us to analyse the dominant voices within our dataset. First,
author affiliations were translated into affiliation types (university, government,
company, hospital). Second, we used the methodical approach of Pal et al. (2018)
for the process to illuminate the discourse and implicated voices. The later is outlined
in an analysis process map under “Identify dimension” in Figure 6. Pal et al.
analyzed the elderly’s acceptability of smart home services through literature reviews
within the field. Five categories were made: recreation & entertainment (RE), health
monitoring (HM), environment monitoring (EM), providing companionship (PC), and
social communication (SC) (Pal et al., 2018, p. 51240).
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Figure 5. Scopus data collection and visualization process

3.1.1.2. Data cleaning
While dealing with Scopus data, we faced technical and manual data cleaning.
The discrepancy of 25 records between the raw data download (1.554 records) and
Scopus Analyze (1.529) was inexplicable as it was from the same source. Due to
this technical ambiguity, we decided mainly to focus on other tools with the raw data.
As discussed, several programs were used for analysis as seen in Figure 6. The
conversion to different file formats molded the data, and in some cases records were
not readable anymore (corrupted). The raw data had 9 corrupted records, which left
us with 1,544 records for the analysis. During the sentiment analysis, we excluded
16

another 78 records due to empty abstracts and technical issues. The sentiment
analysis returned a file with three values: abstract, sentiment and subjectivity. Empty
abstracts could not be linked back to any author or affiliation for conclusions and
incomplete abstracts were removed as it was ambiguous whether the full text was
used to generate analysis values. We were left with 1,458 out of initial 1,554 records.
These technical impacts could go unnoticed but based on Barocas & Selbst (2016)
we paid close attention to changes in our raw data and its effects on the research.
Further, for the investigation on dominant voices, we filtered our data for the most
cited documents which narrowed down our scope. This exposed the foundation to
investigate the presence of elderly within the dominant discourse. Depending on the
presence of the elderly in the abstract (through interviews, focus groups, or
observations), they were either marked as “Included”, “Excluded” or “Unclear”. For
another step of analysis, we filtered only for the “Included” category to receive a
base for the thick data analysis (see section 3.1.3.). If the elderly weren’t included in
the abstract, or if the abstract was unclear about the research method, the document
was excluded from the thick data analysis. Here, we selected all documents where
the elderly were included actively in the discourse, which then returned findings
about our data as per Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Scopus analysis process map

3.1.2. Discourse analysis
This section outlines findings of the discourse within the field using several tools from
the methods section.
Utilizing Scopus Analyze, we found the dominant subject areas within the field of
health smart homes. The largest subject areas were computer science (1074
documents), engineering (603), mathematics (281). These ‘hard’ sciences often
focus

on

development

of

technology,

whereas

the

‘softer’,

more

human/user-centered research, as medicine (251), social sciences (90), and health
professionals (81) were less represented within our Scopus dataset.
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Figure 7. Documents by subject area (Scopus Analyze)

This could indicate that the discourse within the field is more focused on non-human
actors and technology development, rather than the end users. This lead us to the
assumption that the field is still relatively new, as health smart homes are under
development or being tested. Therefore, engineers, computer scientists, and
mathematicians would work on developing and testing health smart homes. Thus,
there aren’t many opportunities for social scientists to gather data from the elderly
yet. For instance, Facebook went public in 2006, so, there has been time to study
the platform in all fields. Now, 9.910 documents have been written about Facebook
covering computer science and 6.780 in the social sciences (see Appendix 6).
Perhaps when/if health smart homes become an integrated part of society, the social
scientists have more data to collect, as elderly would actually live in health smart
homes.
As seen in Figure 8, the first documents on the subject area were published in 1992,
with little growth until 2006. From 2006 to 2014, a steady growth appeared and from
2014 to 2017 a steep growth became apparent with a maximum of 268 documents
published in 2017. As 2018 is still ongoing, not all documents are included in the
database yet. However, there is an expected trend for further growth. To
contextualize, “internet of things” OR IoT, on Scopus resulted in 49.337 items (see
Appendix 6). Comparing the search, it became clear that the specific field of smart
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homes for elderly is still small. IoT was also dominated by computer science and
engineering with 36.552 and 22.115 documents respectively (see Appendix 6), with
significant growth from 2009 and onwards. Hence, this exposes the field as relatively
new but emerging.

Figure 8. Scopus Analyze: documents by year (Scopus Analyze)

Intertopic Distance Map (IDM)
Continuing with Cortext, we created an IDM. We combined ‘author keywords’ and
‘index keywords’ from the raw Scopus data. Author keywords were the keywords
which authors themselves assigned to their document, whereas index keywords
were chosen and standardized by content suppliers (Elsevier, 2018b). We included
both, as the author keywords were relatively sparse, if at all present in the dataset.
We estimated that the data would be richer by including combined keywords.
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Figure 9. Intertopic Distance Map (author keywords + index keywords) (Cortext)

The IDM was divided into 7 major topics, showing the top 30 most salient keywords
(see more details in Appendix 7). The further apart the topics were, the more diverse
they were classified by the Cortext algorithm. The bigger the circles (topics), the
more they had been mentioned in the data (see Figure 9). This means that the
bigger the circle, the more research has been done for this topic.
As described in Table 1, each topic had most frequent terms, while some words
were omitted, and therefore indicated the overall nature of the topic. For example,
topic 1 was clearly technology-related, including words like 'system' and 'sensor',
meanwhile excluding 'human' and 'user'. On the other hand, topic 2 focused on the
human and user-centered aspects with words like 'care', 'age' and 'health'. Topic 5
was both human and technology-focused, and could be either connected to assisted
living and daily activity through recognition technologies; or, technology related,
however, with a focus on the elderly (See Table 1 for all 7 topics).
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Table 1. Nature of the topics based on the Intertopic Distance Map

A general tendency was a focus on technology rather than human actors, which
mirrors the findings in the Scopus subject area analysis - there were many engineers
and computer scientists in the research field, which indicates a focus on technology
development. However, the number of topics were categorized manually, and hence
are also subject to human bias. To display another perspective, we created a
network map, using Cortext (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Scopus topic network map

The network analysis algorithm also created 7 topics: I) Home automation &
domestic appliances, II) Human activity & activity recognition, III) Life activity &
health services, IV) Embedded systems & Internet of things, V) Wireless
communications & Wireless telecommunication systems, VI) Sensor data fusion &
Remote patient, and VII) Internet of things technologies & Behavior analysis.
The network illustrates topics I) and IV) with the biggest nodes which were
technology-centric. Topic III) was clearly more focused on health care and elderly,
whereas VI) could be categorized as mixed because the major node in the topic was
health care, and the topic was about sensors and remote patients. Again, the main
discourse within the author and index keywords were technology-centric.
So far, the content analysis has shown that the elderly as a human actor in the
discourse of the research is included very little. To get further insight to this finding,
we would like to investigate the dominant voices in more detail, before discussing the
elderly as a voice later on.

3.1.3. Dominant voice
The dominant voice within Scopus can be found according to the number of
citations. The more influential it is, the more people are citing it and therefore, it
becomes dominant within the discourse.
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An interesting insight is the sentiment analysis for the dominant voices, to see which
perspective is influencing the outlook of the smart home and elderly field. The
sentiment analysis is
“the process of computationally identifying and categorizing opinions
expressed in a piece of text, especially in order to determine whether the
writer's attitude towards a particular topic, product, etc. is positive, negative, or
neutral” (Oxford Dictionary, 2018).
We included only the records with more than 30 citations, leaving us with 83
documents. On one hand, all documents are neutral tending towards positive
sentiments 0-2 where it could range from -10 (negative) and 10 (positive). This
makes sense as most abstracts are written in academic language, and therefore the
algorithm would conceive them as fairly neutral, which is also represented in the full
data set (See Appendix 10 for more details). On the other hand, the subjectivity is
more distinctive within a range of being factual and being opinionated with values 1-6
being covered. The majority of the full data is centered around the value 4 (Appendix
10), which indicates that abstracts tended to be relatively opinionated. Keeping
Haraway (1988) in mind, it is not surprising that there are no pure factual results as
any scientist brings their own perspective into their research. Hence, personal
background effects the research output and therefore no pure factual (subjectivity =
0) is given.

Figure 11. Above 30 citations sentiment graphics (Tableau)

Further, an interesting insights are the affiliation types. Referring to Figure 12,
citations according to the affiliation type show the reuse of a document in the form of
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citations. As the source is quite academic, it is not straightforward that universities
are cited the most compared to the other affiliations.

Figure 12. Citations according to affiliation type (Tableau)

In Figure 13, it becomes apparent that the government is ranked second, followed by
companies and lastly hospitals which occur only twice within the records: once in the
mixed category (which has more than 2 different types of affiliations) and once in
combination with the government. It is an interesting finding, as the hospital is
basically an implicated voice, physically present within our data universe but quite
insignificant with a representation rate of 2,5%. The university is significantly
dominant in relation to the other affiliation types which are silenced within the
discourse. It is interesting to see though, how these situate
themselves within the subjectivity rating.
The university as the biggest player covers all the subjectivity
ranges 1-6. The government and the companies are both
connected with values 3-5 and the hospital affiliation type is
represented with only two records which are linked to

Figure 13. Affiliation types with corresponding subjectivity (Gephi)

subjectivities 4 & 5. Hence, the higher the value, the more opinionated the affiliations
are. This shows, however, that the university is covering a more diverse group of
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researchers and it is difficult to summarize them as one entity, especially as different
locations are included. The world map below (Figure 14) shows the geographic
locations on the country level for all documents which have been cited more than 30
times. This was our universe for the most analysis. The size of the circles shows the
number of affiliations. Where no circle is visible within the country borders, it means
it is not inside our universe scope. Hence, when narrowing down our raw data, we
excluded some others and silenced them unintentionally within our research to make
our project scope manageable.

Figure 14. Geographic map with authors over 30 citations

Figure 15. Geographic map including all authors (Tableau)
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Figure 16. 50 strongest keywords above 30 citations (Cortext)

Disregarding the results of the sentiment analysis and simply looking into the
combined keywords (authors and Scopus index) gives us another picture of the story
(Figure 16). The researchers are concerned with the introduced aspects of a health
smart home (light blue): quality of life, remote patient, health service needs, activity
recognition and fall detection. However, they are also recognizing the need of
addressing some open discourses as network security (red), context awareness
(red), cost-effectiveness (red), reproducibility of results (light blue) and equipment
failure (light blue). Therefore, it seems that the positive sentiment results might not
reflect the content of the abstracts. Therefore, a manual categorization of the the
abstracts was applied.

Content analysis according to Pal discourse method
The methodological approach by Pal et al. (2018) was used to navigate the
discourse by categorizing the abstracts manually. Figure 17 shows that out of 88
documents included in the analysis, the majority (52) fall under the Health Monitoring
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(HM) domain. Environmental Monitoring (EM) follows with 21 documents, further
accompanied by 4 documents addressing Providing Companionship (PC) and 4
documents for Social Communication (SC). Recreation & Entertainment (RE) has
not been addressed as a domain in any document. 7 were excluded because they
were unclear about the topic, or didn’t fit into the dimensions.

Figure 17. Pal discourse

Figure 18 shows the topic according the number of records, which depicts the
dominance of Health Monitoring. The issue of the aging society is linked to declining
health and most academic documents targeted
its focus to health monitoring. The topic
‘Recreation & Entertainment’, however, was not
represented

at

all

within this scope. To

understand the impact of topics better, the voice
of the elderly was investigated in the following.

Figure 18. Content classified to Pal's discourse method (Tableau)
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3.1.4. Implicated voice of the elderly
As the main focus of the smart home for elderly should be the elderly, we manually
reviewed to what extent they were represented within the dominant research with
above 30 citations.
In Figure 6, we showed that after reading the abstracts we categorized whether
elderly were directly included in the academic discourse as focus groups, with
interviews or observations. These were our findings: Total documents: 88, Included:
27, Excluded (discursively implicated): 50 and Unclear: 11. This power relation is
shown in Figure 19. We could conclude, that the voice of the elderly was implicated
as they were included in only 27 documents out of 88.

Figure 19. Presence of elderly according the number of documents (Tableau)

In Figure 20, we compared the total amount of citations for the presence of elderly.
Also here, the dominance of the exclusion could be confirmed.

Figure 20. Number of citations per elderly voice (Tableau)

Hence, elderly were implicated within the academic field, because the documents
which focus on the elderly are in minority and the sum of the citations for these
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documents is significantly lower compared to the documents where elderly are
excluded.

Figure 21. Elderly voice according to topic category (Tableau)

We combined the results of Pals topic categorization with the presence analysis of
elderly to see if the voice of elderly is silenced within specific topics (see Figure 21 ).
And indeed we had a finding: The topic ‘providing companionship’ has no voice of
elderly. To fill in the knowledge gaps, the social context of elderly is needed.

Thick data to elicit the elderly voice
For the thick data we chose documents, where the elderly were included. However,
we decided to omit documents where they were only observed, which resulted in 12
documents out of the 27 total. Out of these 12 documents, 3 were duplicates, and 1
turned out to be irrelevant. Therefore, 8 documents were included in the final thick
data analysis, given that they are focusing on elderly, through either using interviews
or focus groups as a method to inquire participants about smart homes or related
technological concepts.
In order to make the analysis based on the selected documents easier to navigate,
documents were assigned letters that represent each (See Table 2 below).
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Table 2. Letters representing documents included in the thick data analysis

In order to analyse the articles represented in our thick data, we split them in 10
themes, that emerged, while reading: environmental monitoring, health monitoring,
cost, reliability, acceptance & infrastructure, independance & autonomy, privacy,
emergency & safety, usability, and influencers. In the following, most apparent
themes will be discussed, followed by quotes by the elderly themselves or
researchers (see Appendix 9 for more details on the themes and a summary for
each article can be found in Appendix 8).
We found that none of the analyzed studies were negative. Mostly neutral
conclusions were reached by authors, focusing on both the benefits, as well as
concerns, represented by the voice of the elderly.
In regards to Pal’s discourse categories, 6 out of 8 documents focused on Health
Monitoring (documents A, C, E, F, G, H). Providing Companionship and
Environmental Monitoring were each represented once (document D and B,
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respectively), whereas document A had all categories included as their focus, as the
approach was much broader. As such, HM seems to be in the focus in the research,
compared to other topics of the discourse. For the elderly, the fall detection was the
most prominent wish in this category. The fear of not being able to receive help if
and when an accident happens, raised concerns in elderly:
"Mrs. S indicates that the UAS-system gives her a sense of safety and
security. She once had been lying on the floor from 3:30 a.m. and no one
came to her rescue. Mrs. S: “And I have been there on the floor until 08:30 in
the morning. I was so cold. It took me fourteen days to get warm again. And
you are just by yourself. And then you’re getting cold. [..] And there is no way
to escape.” (C, p. 319).
The sense of safety and security was a major theme also in other studies
(documents C to H). Despite the primary wish for a system, that could detect
emergency situations, many were quite opposed to the use of cameras, as, for
example, clearly indicated in the document H, where all participants felt that the use
of cameras within their homes for the purpose of identifying falls or other accidents
was ‘obtrusive’ and would be violating the resident’s privacy (H, p. 91). The use of
cameras was thus perceived as surveillant and interfering with privacy: "Mrs. B could
no longer handle the technology in her home, as she had the impression that the
sensors were turned on all of the time. (C, p. 323); "I don’t like for anyone to know
that I went out and didn’t get back until midnight or something like that - I don’t think
anyone needs to know that.” (G, p. 122).
As in accordance to previously read literature (Demiris et al., 2003, p. 87; van Hoof
et al., 2011, p. 310; Cocco, 2011, p. 89), the wish to remain autonomous and
independent is one of the motives to integrate technology in their homes, and also
shined through as a theme among seniors represented in the documents A, B, C and
F: "We don’t want to be a burden to others. [..] We really don’t! [..] We just don’t want
to give up this independence.” (C, p. 318). The wish to remain autonomous and,
therefore, not be "dependent on anyone" (A, p. 231) is important and technology
seems to act as a medium that can extend the elderly's abilities and are thus "[..]
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important to independent living, e.g., the ability to perform daily tasks, communicate
with others, and stay physically active" (ibid., p. 234).
The perceived need seems to be a strong indicator if and to what extent the elderly
would incorporate technology into their households (documents A, E, F, G): "If you
had told me 2 months ago [about these technologies] I’d say who needs it, but after
what I have been through, I see the benefits.” This participant had experienced a fall
in the apartment and had felt helpless until someone discovered the event (G, p.
122). As such, the feeling and acknowledgment of necessity for help can be a driving
force to adopt technology and perhaps overlook some of the existing concerns as
discussed in E (p. 198).
Four articles focused on the usability of such technologies as a concern to the
elderly:

"many have expressed some apprehension towards smart home

technologies because they fear not being able to use them" (B, p. 3). Hence,
technologies and systems should be easy to use, learn and show resilience to errors
(ibid.), considering that seniors often have visual, hearing or mental impairments to
some extent.
Furthermore, some elderly expressed concerns about the cost of installing and
maintaining such technologies, as mentioned in articles D and H.
Last but not least, a wish for companionship and entertainment was addressed by
some (D, p. 4). Despite wanting to be independent and live an autonomous life, the
reduction of human contact could affect some individuals and thus should be
considered.

3.1.5. Scopus conclusions
Discourse
We found that the discourse in the health smart home was focused on technology
and technology development, rather than user-centered research. Also, the
discourse is mainly focusing on health monitoring and environmental monitoring,
while

social

communication,

providing

companionship,

and

recreation

&

entertainment is not very present. These areas could be further explored by
researchers to get a broader scope of the elderly’s needs. This is in line with Pal et
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al.’s (2018) research, where health monitoring and environmental monitoring were
the dominant discourse.

Dominant Actors
As argued in the analysis, non-human actors like sensors, wireless sensors, IoT,
monitoring technology etc. are very much the focus of the research. The
coconstruction of health smart home is made by the researchers while the elderly
might not be as representative in the coconstruction. Other relevant actors which
were not very apparent in the studies were family members and health care workers.
In this way, the researchers might not be embracing the complexity of the field, not
situating the knowledge - as Haraway (1988) argues, they get a view from nowhere.

Implicated voices
In the 81 sample documents, there were only 8 documents where the elderly were
either interviewed or part of a focus group. This indicated that the elderly’s voices are
silenced by the researchers who are in power of the social arena of health smart
homes. There can be numerous reasons for this - for example, the research field is
relatively new, thus the research is more focused on developing technology rather
than scrutinizing the end-user’s actual needs. If the elderly’s needs are not heard in
the research, chances are that the technology that is developed will not fit the end
elderly’s actual needs. For example, some elderly stated that they would never want
cameras in their home, but a lot of research is being put in to fall detection via
cameras. However, this is only a sample from the whole dataset, therefore it is not
representative of the whole research area.
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3.2. Twitter
For our Twitter analysis, we will lay out basic definitions, explain our data cleaning
process and then base our main analysis on three steps. First, we will visualize how
smart homes are being talked about on Twitter in the Discourse Analysis. Second,
we will explore the dominant voices by looking at the popular users in our dataset.
Third, we will explore which voices are missing in our Twitter sample.

3.2.1. Background
3.2.1.1. Definitions
In order to briefly understand the dynamics behind interactions on Twitter, basic
Twitter concepts are shortly introduced in the following. Twitter is a social platform
which is used by logged in users to distribute politics, news, sports, entertainment,
etc. (Twitter, 2018a). When talking about ‘tweets’, ‘retweets’, ‘mentions’, we refer to
the following definitions:
Table 3. Dynamics behind Twitter

Furthermore, it has to be said that Twitter is a platform which is used all over the
world, with users tweeting in many different languages. As seen in the diagrams
below, in 2018 the most Twitter users came from the US with 49 million, followed by
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Japan with 40 million, the United Kingdom with 13 million, and Saudi Arabia with 11
million (Statista, 2018b). In the US, 40% of Twitter users are between 18 and 29
years old, while the elderly from 65+ years only make up 8 % of all US-Twitter users
as of January 2018 (Statista, 2018c). This restricts our results in finding the elderly
themselves in our queries.

Figure 22, (left) Twitter users by country
(Tableau)

Figure 23, (right) US-Twitter users by age
(Tableau)

3.2.1.2. Data Cleaning
Our Twitter data collection was based on the following TCAT search query:
NavCom2018_05: (smarthome hacker, home automation, elderly, seniorcare,
smarthome health, smarthome privacy, smarthome security, elderlycare,
ageinplace, aging in place)
The query started on October 29th, 2018 and in order to work with a coherent
dataset, we decided to use the data that was collected until November 26th, 2018. In
total this gave us 381,161 tweets with a number of 261,056 distinct users. First,
Gephi visualizations gave us very opaque insights in directions which were not
connected to our research area. We then decided to have a closer look in the raw
data to get a feeling about what kind of data we are dealing with. As our query took
part in the timeframe around the midterm elections in the United States and
politicians as well as news use Twitter to distribute information in a fast manner
(Coyle, 2018), our datasets were influenced by a lot of content related to American
politics. Furthermore, we decided to use our TCAT keywords without hashtags
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because our first queries generated a rather small amount of data. One of our
learning outcomes was, that especially for the term ‘elderly’ it would have been
important to include a hashtag. Because the term ‘elderly’ lead to a lot of noise
regarding various topics e.g. lost elderly pets, we initiated a data cleaning process.
Our first approach was a review assessment between three people through which
we validated hashtags according to our topic in order to take a closer look at them.
Whenever a direct connection to our topic was not apparent, we further investigated
the hashtag. After tracing the origins of the tweets, we then decided if the hashtag
should be included or excluded in our data analysis. When in doubt, we kept the
search term (see Appendix 2 for the whole list of excluded hashtags).

Figure 24. The Process of Data Collection, -cleaning and -visualization for Twitter

Our second approach was including only specific terms in the query which gave us
the opportunity to use the uncleaned dataset without being influenced too much by
the noise. In relation to our research field, we decided on the queries ‘Smarthome
AND Health’, ‘Smarthome AND Elderly’ and only ‘Smarthome’ which was similar to
the Scopus queries. Because of the technical limitations of TCAT which did not allow
us to search queries with AND and OR, we limited our query to the version with the
most results.
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Table 5. Overview of the number of tweets and the related distinct users for different queries

In conclusion, while we are aware that Twitter is a social network with specific
behaviors and dynamics which largely influence the results, it nonetheless,
represents a complexity of users in a social media sphere which enriches our
research.

3.2.2. Discourse analysis
The first step in understanding how health smart homes for the elderly are
co-constructed on Twitter is to look at the discourse going on, or in short: how is the
topic being talked about on Twitter. In the following, we analyze the discourse
through hashtags and co-hashtags as well as individual tweets.

Figure 25. Hashtag graph - overall cleaned data (Tableau)
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It is interesting to look at the correlating hashtags, namely ‘IoT’, ‘ai’, ‘BigData’,
‘Sensors’, ‘SmartCity’, ‘DataAnalytics’ or ‘Marketing’ in Figure 25, which reoccur in
our other queries, making them a clear pattern throughout our datasets (see
Appendix 13). We also encounter ‘security’, ‘Marketing’ and business-related terms
such as ‘SME’ (Small and medium-sized enterprises), ‘Banking’, ‘CEO’, or ‘BI’
(Business Intelligence). Interestingly enough, ‘elderly’ or ‘senior’ are not among the
most used hashtags when searching for ‘smarthome’ as a singular query, raising the
question if elderly play a role in the way smart homes are talked about on Twitter.

Figure 26. Hashtag graph - ‘smarthome AND elderly’ (Tableau)

If we now go one step further and directly into the ‘Smarthome AND elderly’ query,
we see that co-hashtags such as ‘wearables’, ‘robots’, ‘AmazonEcho’ or ‘Healthtech’
appear in connection to the elderly. With AmazonEcho we have for the first time a
specific product as one of the most frequent co-hashtags, which seems to imply that
smart home technology for the elderly is mediated through this product. It is
noticeable, that, through all queries, IoT was the most frequent co-hashtag. This
strengthens our definition of smart homes as being deeply connected to IoT
nowadays.
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So far we have seen visualizations in accordance with how often hashtags
appeared. In order to further understand the relations between hashtags, we are
looking into how often hashtags and co-hashtags appeared together in the query
‘Smarthome AND Health’. The stronger the relation between the co-hashtag and the
hashtag, the wider the edge between the nodes.

Figure 27. Networkgraph - Top 500 Co-Hashtags - ‘smarthome AND health’ (Gephi)

The network shows that there are a lot of co-hashtags connected to each other in the
same weight. A center with hashtags strongly connected around the terms ‘iot’ and
‘smarthome’ can be identified. It is surrounded by five main hashtag clusters:
security, health & smarthome, technology, business, and home. All of these clusters
are a reappearing part in our analysis. Hashtags such as ‘venturecapital’ and
‘startups’, which are strongly connected to IoT, strengthen the impression of a strong
business-oriented influence, while several entities such as cameras, wearables, 3D
technology substantiate our assumption of the influence of non-human actors. In
addition, we can already see that legal perspectives such as the new GDPR
guidelines as well as 5g influences the discourse, which we will come back to in the
discussion part.
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So far, we have seen which hashtags trended on Twitter in our chosen timeframe.
To dig deeper, we look at the 12 most retweets of each query, which will help us get
a feeling of the most ‘popular’ or dominant content.

Figure 28. Most retweets - ‘smarthome’ (Tableau)

When focussing on ‘Smarthome’ alone, we see that the most popular tweet was
retweeted 153 times and is largely focussing on issues of security, but also on
financial aspects under the co-hashtag ‘#fintech’. Security plays an important aspect
as well in the other tweets, accompanied by business-related terms such as
‘Enterprise’, ‘Marketing’, ‘SME’, ‘startups’ and ‘venturecapital’. Furthermore, we can
see recurring user names such as Fisher85M, TamaraMcCleary, antgrasso,
MikeQuindazzi, and evankirstel, which we will come back to later.
If we compare the ‘Smarthome’ query with the ‘Smarthome AND health’ query, we
can find the same tweets (see Appendix 13). Again, interestingly, the elderly were
not presented in the most popular tweets of ‘Smarthome AND health’. Therefore, we
looked into retweets in our ‘Smarthome AND elderly’ dataset. The two most popular
tweets in this query were retweeted around 14 times and focus on an EU funded
smart home project for the elderly and a podcast about Elderly Care (see Appendix
14). The rest of the tweets were only retweeted once, which is related to the fact that
the ‘Smarthome and elderly’ query only contained 32 tweets.
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Figure 29. Most retweets - ‘smarthome AND Elderly’ - detail (Tableau)

When focusing on the top 10 tweets, we see tweets related to estimated business
revenues, start-ups, and marketing for companies and products. There are also
tweets mentioning technological solutions for health issues such as cancer or fall
risks. Research is mentioned in one of the tweets.
Throughout the individual tweets across all queries, we could see that technology
and business interests are the most prominent recurring themes. Especially in the
‘Smarthome AND elderly’ query we can see
1. that few users tweet about the topic health smart home for the elderly, and
2. how much the hashtags are populated by marketing and businesses,
especially startups.
In order to get an understanding of the overall sentiment of our Twitter data, we
decided to conduct a sentiment analysis. Before we began, we manually excluded
duplicate tweets and retweets as we experienced these resulted in misleading data.
Figure 30 shows that the majority of tweets from the “Smarthome” dataset are
noticeably positive. The top-ranked positive tweets are including advertisements for
ad blockers for private networks, securing smarthomes, applications to cover for
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home automation needs, data security and advantages of AI in cybersecurity and
smart homes. A few negative tweets are to be found in the dataset, where the most
negative ones include insecure home networks and devices. This could be pointing
to security concerns.

Figure 30. left, sentiment analysis of Smarthome
of
dataset.

Figure 31. right, sentiment analysis
‘smarthome AND Health’ (Tableau)

The tweets in Figure 31 from the “Smarthome AND Health” dataset show similar
results. The most positive tweets include lists of wearables, technology-related
announcements and advantages of smarthomes and innovations, such as 3D
printers and speakers. The slightly negative tweets include air pollution, changes in
air humidity and wearables role in healthcare.
Lastly, Figure 32 gives an overview of the sentiment of the tweets in the “smarthome
AND elderly” query. The top positive rated tweets all include how smart homes and
IoT can benefit the elderly and even the less positive tweets include advantages of
wearables, devices, and smarthomes for elderly.
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Figure 32. Sentiment analysis of the ‘smarthome AND elderly’ query (Tableau)

Overall the sentiment analysis has offered interesting results in assessing how smart
homes are being talked about in our datasets. The majority of the tweets are positive
and the users talk about smarthomes in a beneficial manner. A few negative tweets
were to be found, though the contents are questionable.
As we are unsure about the inner workings of the tool, we cannot tell whether the
given level of sentiment is actually correct, this will be further elaborated in the
discussion.

3.2.3. Dominant actors
In this section, we will touch upon a common understanding of dominance to explore
the dominant voices in our dataset. While visualizing our data, we realized that
dominance can be measured by multiple different metrics on Twitter e.g. the number
of tweets, retweets, followers, or mentions. Dominance changes depending on which
metric is chosen. For example, in our ‘Smarthome AND Health query’,
RichSimmondsZA was a dominant actor in terms of total follower count, but in the
lower third in respect to all other metrics. MikeQuindazzi on the other hand, had a
medium range of followers, a low retweet count, a decent amount of tweets in the
dataset and one of the highest mention indexes.
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Figure 33. Users metrics graph - ‘smarthome AND health’ (Tableau)

After extensive exploration of each area, we agreed on taking the amount of being
mentioned as the main indicator of dominance. While a massive amount of tweeting
and retweeting does not equal being ‘heard’ in the discourse, ‘mentions’ provide a
better sense of who is ‘being heard’ and who is being referred to.

In the discourse analysis, we saw that our Twitter content is intertwined with the
business sphere. In order to confirm this impression, we decided to investigate the
origins of the most dominant users. We will do so by researching the four most
dominant actors in the query ‘Smarthome’, ‘Smarthome AND health’, as well as
‘Smarthome AND elderly’. The later part is investigated in depth as it is the center of
our research and a limited number of actors at the same time. This enables us to go
from assumptions to conclusions for the whole Twitter dataset.
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Figure 34. Mentioned Users graph - ‘smarthome’ (Tableau)

In Figure 34 we can see a lot of the names we have encountered before in the
individual tweets. In our ‘smarthome’ query Fisher85M is the most mentioned actor,
tightly

followed

by

antgrasso,

TamaraMcCleary,

Upwork,

avast_antivirus,

MikeQuindazzi, jblefevre60 and evankirstel. Both Upwork and avast_antivirus are
companies that are being mentioned in relation to security and IT recruitment. The
rest of these actors are ‘Twitter influencers’ who either market their own startups and
companies, or retweet about technological solutions for businesses. They also have
the same hashtags in common which are #Cybersecurity, #Fintech, #AI and #IoT.
Fisher85M, Michael Fischer, as the most important actor in the ‘Smarthome’ query is
currently building his own consultancy firm techcpu.net situated in the US, which
offers software templates for smart homes, automotive and multimedia (Twitter,
2018j). Antgrasso, Antonio Grasso, owns a Europe-based tech start-up called DBI
(Twitter, 2018k) and TamaraMcCleary is the CEO of ThuliumCo, a data-driven social
media marketing company (Twitter, 2018l). Lastly, MikeQuindazzi, is the Sales Lead
of PwC US, one of the most influential accounting firms worldwide (Twitter, 2018m).
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Figure 35a. Social Graph by mentions - ‘smarthome AND health’ (Gephi)

When further looking into the 'Smarthome AND health' query (Figure 35), we see
which users mention each other. The edge is stronger the more often one user
mentions another one (TCAT, 2018). It is interesting to see that there are strongly
connected users clustered in the center.

Figure 35b. Social Graph by mentions - ‘smarthome AND health’ - most mentioned (Gephi)

The most dominant users are Mikequindazzi (178 mentions), followed by fisher85m
(152 mentions), vayyarinc (93 mentions), and venturescanner (83 mentions).
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Mikequindazz and fisher85m have already been confirmed as being connected to
companies. The other two can as well: Vayyarinc is a company for 3D sensor
technology (Vayyar, 2018) and Venturescanner a research company for ventures
(Venturescanner, 2018).

Figure 36. Bipartite hashtag-user graph - ‘smarthome AND elderly’ - Network smarthome (Gephi)

If we now dig in further in the ’Smarthome and elderly’ query, we can see four strong
connections: evankirstel, scientificco1, mutualmobile, and robotsinmyhome which we
will touch upon in detail.
Evan Kirstel calls himself a ‘Social Media Influencer’ (Twitter, 2018f). He is cofounder
of EviraHealth, consulting health tech companies in social media strategies
(LinkedIn, 2018). Looking at his hashtags, he is combining technological aspects and
health in relation to IoT and Smarthomes (Twitter, 2018f). This is strongly connected
to our research query.
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Figure 37. Bipartite hashtag-user graph - ‘smarthome AND elderly’ - Network scientificco1 (Gephi)

Another strong connection is scientificco1 which is a company based in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates, producing transportation for the elderly and people with
special needs (Twitter, 2018h). They are resposting the URLs to their Instagram
pictures on Twitter and adding hashtags (ibid.). They use hashtags such as ‘lift’,
‘elderly’, ‘handicap’ and ‘wheelchair’ which are used in English as well as in Arabic
(see the translation of the hashtags in Appendix 5). All of the hashtags are closely
connected to the companies’ products and might be a part of a smart home for the
elderly.
The third connection is mutualmobile an innovation consultancy based in Austin,
Texas in the US (Twitter, 2018i). They focus on IoT technologies as well as other
emerging technologies and use related Twitter hashtags (Mutualmobile, 2018).
The fourth actor is robotsinmyhome and is the only main actor not connected to a
company. Robotsinmyhome has the most tweets in our overall dataset but was
mentioned not even once, which lead us to believe it is a fully automated Twitter
account. We decided to check the account on botometer, which is a website made
by researchers of Indiana University that helps identifying automated tweeters
(Botometer, 2018). Robotsinmyhome got a 4.1 on their five-point scale, making it
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highly likely to be a bot. As bots are fully automated Twitter accounts they can be
considered as non-human actors which influence our dataset.

Figure 38. Users with most tweets compared with the number of mentions - overall (Tableau)

As the network in this query only consisted out of 26 users in total, we decided to
investigate the rest of the user network. Hereby, we differentiate between Twitter
accounts that are maintained by companies directly, and accounts that are from
single people but have connected their account to the company by stating a
company website or logo (see the table with all accounts in Appendix 4).
Type of account

Nr.

Company related

12

Company itself

6

No company connection

7

Bots

1

Total users

26

Figure 39. Type of Twitter accounts according to account research

These numbers prove our assumption of an extended influence of business actors
not only in the dominant actors but in the overall dataset. Some companies are
involved in the discourse themselves, other companies are represented indirectly
through rather private accounts. We are mostly dealing with people working in the
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field of business, consulting, venture, or product development mentioning others
from the same field. Which leads us to identify Twitter as an information and
promotion platform for companies. Although those users are not directly considered
as non-human actors, they represent a non-human institution and therefore
integrating a non-human aspect in the Twitter discourse. Furthermore, our analysis
revealed a bot as another non-human actor involved. With our earlier findings of
hashtags such as IoT, sensor or wearables being involved in the discourse because
they are being talked about, we have another category of non-human actors.

3.2.4. Implicated Voices
In this part, we will look into the implicated actors in our datasets and Twitter overall.
It is difficult to identify demographic information on Twitter users, as the users decide
whether they would like to include this information. The information available
includes language and country, but as demonstrated in Figure 40, not all data can be
successfully extracted with our tools.
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Figure 40. Shows the location of the Twitter users from the query ‘smarthome AND health’ (Tableau)

Parts of our data were unreadable by our tools, therefore we ended up with 118
identified locations in total with the query ‘smarthome AND health’. Other implicated
actors are those who are not included because of language barriers. The tweets in
our dataset are mainly in English though we cannot be sure of this result, as the
tools failed to identify the language of almost 50% of our tweets. Tweets in
Japanese, Russian etc. are neither included in our datasets.

Figure 41. Legend of Bipartite hashtag-user graph - ‘smarthome AND health’ showing the language of
the tweets (Gephi)

A second group of implicated actors are those who are not ‘seen’ on Twitter.
Previous research shows that the majority of users are in the age group 18-30 years
old, followed by the 30-49-year-olds. The smallest age group to be found on Twitter
are the 60plus-year-olds (Pew Research Center, 2017; Sloan et al., 2015). With this
insight in mind, we might be missing out on empirical data from the older
generations, while the younger generations could be overrepresented. One group of
researchers suggests that Twitter users with the least amounts of posts and
interaction on Twitter might be those who are on Twitter for personal gainings, such
as news, fun, learning etc., users with no intention of “strongly advocate any type of
business or product” (Uddin et al., 2014, p. 2). This could further reinforce our
argument that we cannot be sure whether our targeted users are to be found in our
dataset, as they might not be actively using Twitter.
A third group of implicated actors might be those who are not to be found on Twitter
at all. Big parts of Africa, China, Russia, the Middle East, etc. are not represented in
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our dataset, meaning we cannot asses the discourse on smart homes for the elderly
from the users of these countries (Figure 40).

Figure 42. Most followed Twitter users with the number of tweets in the dataset (Tableau)

A fourth implicated actor in our dataset is the news outlets. One major use of Twitter
is for news as “Nearly 9 in 10 Twitter users in the study (86%) say they use Twitter
for news” (Rosenstiel et al., 2015), meaning news outlets are playing a vital role in
the use of Twitter. Figure 41, shows the most followed accounts in our overall
dataset, as we demonstrate, the majority of these are news outlets, though one
should note the low amount of tweets each news outlet has. Therefore, we argue the
voice of media outlets are missing in our dataset. The limitations of using Twitter
data does not allow us to say with certainty whether a specific user group is
physically present on Twitter, thus we are limited to asses the only discursively
present user groups.

3.2.5. Twitter conclusions
Discourse
In our discourse analysis, we discovered that the elderly are not as present in the
‘Smarthome’ query as we had expected. Nonetheless, we had some interesting
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findings. This includes data security, business-related topics and non-human actors
like companies and bots. Our sentiment analysis shows that the discourse is overall
positive, although some concerns regarding cyber attacks and security were
identified. We further see that technologies such as quantum computing, AI, fintech
etc. are being involved in our Twitter dataset, even though we have not included
these in our TCAT queries. This shows a relation between smart home and other
emerging technologies besides IoT.
Dominant actors
Furthermore, we have identified multiple dominant actors, we regard as influencers,
that are getting mentioned noticeably more than others. The majority of dominant
actors are related to tech companies. We have succeeded in identifying clusters of
users mentioning each other, further strengthening the discourse on health smart
homes for the elderly. While we see some companies working on solutions for the
elderly, the majority of business solutions showing up is not directly related to the
elderly.
Implicated voices
As Twitter and the data gathering and visualization tools have limitations, some
groups are excluded from our dataset. Geographical regions, specific age groups as
well as major languages and media outlets are implicated actors. We were not able
to eliminate this exclusion as those tools largely function as black boxes which leads
to us missing out on relevant data.
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4. Discussion
In this chapter, we will combine the results from the Scopus and Twitter analysis, as
well as discuss the results in regards to emerging topics from the analysis.
Sentiment Analysis & critical reflection on tools
Even though we regard Scopus and Twitter as two entirely different spheres and
datasets, multiple results overlapped. Both sentiment analyses exposed a rather
positive sentiment towards smart homes for the elderly, at which Twitter weighed
even stronger compared to Scopus. As academics need to remain neutral within
research, it reflects in their writing style and hence, in their objectivity score.
However, tweets were mainly written in a natural language where users are usually
opinionated. While these values allowed us to interpret the big data, it exposed a
black-box as well. Even on the Sentiment Analysis tool website (Cortext), no exact
description of the technicalities were explained which questions its reliability. Such a
brief description is insufficient to elaborate, especially as the output had corrupted
some data as described in 3.1.1.2. The same applied to Twitter where one tweet was
rated with a negative sentiment of -4 while the reasoning remained ambiguous as
the tweet content seemed rather neutral (See Appendix 12).
Similarly, when looking for articles to be used as thick data in Scopus, studies were
scanned to return those that include keywords ‘elderly’ and ‘smart home’. However,
one out of 12 articles turned out be irrelevant, as the main focus was self-driving cars
and elderly, while smart homes were mentioned in the introduction to conceptualize
the setting. However, the algorithm perceived as a match for our query. Only after
adding our human interpretation, the data was sorted properly. When working with
big data and using data extracting and processing tools, one has to critically assess
the results, because even the smallest details in the query can impact the overall
extracted data, which we elaborate with the ‘elderly' hashtag in 3.2.1.2. In order to
navigate through the complexity of e.g. Twitter data, the human interaction is
essential, as the data might not be self explanatory.
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Privacy concerns & responsibility
Although the overall sentiment was positive, data privacy concerns were part of the
discourse around smart homes for elderly in both datasets. Because IoT devices are
constantly collecting data, the amount of data will steadily grow and be harder to
navigate. In this process, people are becoming ‘human sensors’ who generate an
endless stream of data (Walker, 2015, p. 181). Especially smart home technologies
concerned with monitoring elderly in their everyday life can be a threat to privacy.
The question we have to pose is: who owns the data collected on elderly? Data is
getting more and more monetized and even considered as the ‘new oil’ (Economist,
2017). Every smart house collects very detailed and personalized metrics on the
elderly lifestyle and what impact it has on their health and quality of life, which has a
high value. This could either be with consent of the elderly, used to improve health
research and hence used for social benefit, while without their consent, it could be
used for profit and hence pose serious ethical concerns. Elderly could be unaware
that their data is collected, either because of limited technological understanding or
missing elucidation. Since this is a relatively new area, it is currently unclear who is
to take the responsibility for these data concerns.
User acceptance & security
As Twitter was mostly used by companies representing their own technology related
products, data privacy concerns were only identified by a few tweets. In Scopus
there were focus groups specifically researching the acceptance of elderly in regard
to data privacy. In general, as seen through our research, it is impossible to identify
one universal opinion representing the elderly. While most elderly were curious and
interested in the smart home technologies, some were rather sceptical. While there
were individuals who did not want to trade their data privacy against efficiency,
others were willing to do that, if they perceived the technologies as beneficial enough
to their life. In addition, some elderly were not sure if they would be able to handle
the technologies and expressed scepticism towards the user-friendliness and overall
usability of the devices. There was a discrepancy between researchers being mostly
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focused on the health monitoring aspect, while the elderly mentioned other areas of
interest, such as the social aspect of incorporating smart home technologies. This
could be explained by the researchers in our dataset being focused on economic
requirements such as covering health gaps.
On the contrary, the elderly were rather concerned about their security, social
integration

and

entertainment,

which

was

completely disregarded by the

researchers. Although those opinions of the elderly were found in the Scopus
datasets, the majority of papers did not include the voice of the elderly.
Cyber security in particular is something that should not be overlooked, as it remains
one of the most serious threats faced by companies (Protiviti, 2018; Invotra, 2017).
Especially, in the case of IoT, where devices and sensors are connected. The
network can become vulnerable by a single improperly secured entrance point to
breach the whole network and cause damage.
Dominant actors
We managed to identify multiple dominant actors in our datasets, and we found that
non-human actors, such as companies, affiliations, universities and ‘bots’ are also
present in shaping the discourse on health smart homes for elderly. In both datasets
the elderly could be considered as a minority. The dominant actors on Twitter were
majorly sharing business related tweets, which we argue can be interpreted as the
smart homes being a target for marketing, promises of future advantages and being
related to different technologies such as IoT, AI. etc. We lacked to find tweets
focusing on the human needs and the inclusion of the elderly in this discourse.
Similar results were to be found in the Scopus data, where the focus was mainly on
the technological aspects of the smart homes, and less on the people who are
actually going to live in them.
These findings strengthen our conclusion that the field is still in its early stages and
focuses on the technological development, rather than the social aspects. But people
living in smart homes cannot simply be regarded as subjects of the technological
power that exerts its control over them. It can rather be said that users of smart
homes also exercise a certain degree of power over the smart homes. This is
especially apparent in the case of those elderly, which are reluctant to use the smart
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home because of surveillance, thus exercising power over technological innovations.
This means that the user-acceptance of the elderly is crucial and should be achieved
by including the elderly more in the process of conceptualizing smart homes for
them. As mentioned earlier, the elderly have concerns regarding their abilities of
using the technologies as well. Therefore, their level of technological literacy and
sensory impairment due to declining health needs to be considered when concepting
smart homes.
Standards & regulations
The hashtag ‘5G’ was the 14th most used co-hashtag of the Twitter ‘Smarthome
AND Health’ query appearing 86 times. It was also mentioned in eight Scopus
documents. As technical standards are crucial for the establishment of technology
within society, we researched the standards and regulations where, the term 5G
reappeared as an EU project for the European ‘digital single market’ (EC, 2018a).
Shin and Park declared about IoT that since “several different standards exist,
interoperability between communication standards presents a marked challenge.”
(Shin & Park, 2017, p. 83). To tackle the issue of discrepancy between those
standards, the EU introduced a plan in 2016 to set the stage for IoT, backed up by
public and private investments of 50 billion € (EC, 2018b). This represents the
missing link for connectivity of smart devices public and private investors. The 5G
“will allow [...] to deploy their critical applications on this shared infrastructure with the
required level of security and process/data isolation” based on additional control
capabilities and real time processing ensuring “Quality of Service, latency and
reliability” (European Commission, 2016, p. 9,8). The project seems to ensure safety
for critical systems where lives are in question and addresses security and privacy
concerns which are ever present within the discourse of new disruptive technologies
such as smart home technologies. This restructuring of the market envisions new
business opportunities (ibid.), “for Europe, 5G is business driven” (European
Commission, 2016, p. 7). This aspect is alarming as profit seems to be the driver of
the technology implementation. So, two main questions should be investigated
critically: Firstly, is the technology as safe and secure as proclaimed or does it
represent the agile technique to deploy systems before all requirements are covered
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(Sommerville, 2016, p. 51)? Secondly, if this is the case, at what cost is the ‘agile
approach’ applied? In its core, it is a question of ethics, especially when comparing
actual needs of elderly with technological advancements.
Requirements for the design of health smart homes for the elderly
Our discussion so far covered a wide array of diverse problem areas and
requirements for smart home technologies. In our last research step, we drafted a
model that can be used as a framework for designing smart homes for the elderly.

Figure 43. Requirement Pyramid for Smart Homes for the Elderly

Our Requirement Pyramid framework can be used for a wider array of new
technologies. In this research paper, however, we wanted to focus on the
requirements for health smart homes for the elderly. On the bottom, the three base
layers of Data rights, Security and Affordability need to be fully covered in order to
assure the technology can be trusted and implemented to avoid ethical concerns and
the distinction between “rich” and “poor” in healthcare. When these requirements are
fulfilled, Accessibility needs to be designed and tested. Especially with healthcare
solutions, the integration into existing or evolving healthcare systems needs to be
ensured. Last but not least, the top layer of Usability must ensure that the technology
can be successfully adapted by the people it is designed for. Hence, technology and
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the needed infrastructure must reach a maturity level to rule out any infliction with the
law, ethical concerns as well as two class society.
When designing smart homes for the elderly, all of these aspects have to be
incorporated. It is not enough to conduct usability studies or exclusively focus on
technical requirements such as a stable Internet connection. It is important to cover
all of the steps in order to design smart homes that can support the implementation
of the health smart home for the elderly.

Other spheres of research
For future research, it would be interesting to look into the media sphere to see if the
voices of elderly are represented there, or if they are included in the discourse of the
health smart home. For example, the Danish media database ‘Infomedia’ could be
used with the same or similar queries as in our research to identify discourses and
implicated voices. This could then also be scaled up to larger and internationally
present news distributors such as 'The New York Times', 'Wired', 'The Guardian' etc.
We would also suggest manual research or scraping data with API’s.
Additionally, the concept of smart homes for the health sector should be investigated
further. With increasing demographic challenges, governments need to find more
resource-effective solutions for the aging population. If health smart homes will be
implemented into the healthcare sector in the future, the question of affordability and
accessibility will inevitably arise. One possible solution to shift some of the burden
from the healthcare practitioners, could be through the wider appliance of
telemedicine (care at distance via modern technologies) or implementing smart
home technologies into hospitals.
Overall, further research is needed, especially in connection to designing health
smart homes for the elderly. This should contain dimensions of security,
user-acceptance, and privacy concerns. If this research is falling short, researchers
and businesses might end up designing solutions which are not in the best interest of
the elderly.
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5. Conclusion
In this project, we conducted an exploratory research that allowed us to observe how
health smart homes for the elderly are problematized. Following Bacchi, we have
seen how they are created (discourse analysis and dominant voices), classified
(sentiment analysis and historic background), analyzed (implicated voices), and
regulated (5G). Both on Twitter and Scopus, we have seen that health smart homes
for the elderly are co-constructed by intertwined human actors (researchers and
influencers) as well as non-human actors such as companies, regulations,
technologies, and privacy concerns. It also became apparent that different power
relations are woven into the discourse around smart homes. On the one hand,
current smart home technologies are very dispersed and multiple companies are
competing against each other trying to sell their products, leading to an overall
positive sentiment in our datasets. On the other hand, the voices of the elderly were
silenced on both Twitter and Scopus in regards to total amount of documents,
related tweets and conduced user centered research. This lead us to our conclusion
that the field around health smart homes for the elderly is still in its early stages and
is currently focusing more on the technological development than on the social
aspects such as user-acceptance.
Ageing societies and the demographic change are two driving factors to search for
supporting mechanisms for the elderly to live comfortably and healthy without
inhibiting their autonomy. Technological solutions such as smart homes are already
being developed, but the voices of the end-users are not yet heard in this discourse.
However, if we want to create meaningful technologies that help the elderly and
solve future demographic challenges, we have to include their voices more in the
process of conceptualizing smart homes. Since user-acceptance is crucial for any
technology, the next step should be to ask ourselves: How can we design smart
homes for the elderly while including their needs, concerns and preferences better?
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Appendix
Appendix 1: First Brainstorm

Appendix 2: Twitter Cleaning
Excluded queries - AND:
Maga AND trump AND election AND midterms AND Trump AND Sicily AND vote AND sicily
AND VoteRedToSaveFlorida AND Pittsburghshooting AND VoteBlue AND MAGA AND
VoteBlueToSaveAmerica AND VoteRed AND ElectionDay AND PittsburghShooting AND
WestBank

AND

VoteDem

AND

VoteRedToSaveAmerica

AND IsraeliCrimes AND

MAGABomber AND Brexit AND FarmMurder AND GroupPalestine AND FarmAttacks AND
HappyHalloween AND BokoHaram AND VoterSuppression AND Italy AND GoodSamaritan
AND

Lost

AND

CampFire

AND

URGENT

AND

Brexit

AND

Halloween

AND

DONKISSforWANSAPANATAYM AND Uxbridge AND ScanMe AND tortured AND
FarmMurder AND tcot AND VA07 AND boomers AND DOG AND guide AND conservatives
AND INDEPENDENTS AND IsraeliRegime AND donate AND JackRussellTerrier AND
kidnapping AND FarmAttacks AND MissingLucy AND Veterans AND job AND jobs AND
hiring AND WhiteSupremacist AND RedWave AND HappyHalloween AND lostdog AND
Democrats AND MobsOverJobs AND LiberalismIsAMentalDisease AND halloweenforseniors
AND cockerspaniel AND govote AND VoteDemsOut AND gofundme AND BokoHaram AND
trickortreat AND children AND Iran AND Sabarimala AND Kindness AND Anglesey AND win
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AND McConnell AND Llanddona AND WoolseyFire AND GreatReturnMarch AND Horsham
AND Charleston AND DylannRoof AND Bathford AND Demonrat AND aca AND GOP AND

Wakeup AND NHS AND Cats AND Georgia AND NYC AND Sokoto AND perjury AND SA40
AND Ceredigion AND Crimebywomen AND WALES AND SOURTON AND Resist AND UC AND

CrowdFund AND Jigjiga AND PleaseHelp AND Pershore AND WR10 AND CrowdFunding
AND OTD AND Redress AND Pittsburgh AND Leeds AND notforprofit AND Kent AND

PyaarBharaPack AND  ﻗﺮوب_ﻓﻠﺴﻄﯿﻨﻲAND YEMEN AND ADOPT AND GuyFawkesNight AND
UNHCR_thailand_where_r_u_ AND UNHCR_thailand_wakeup AND Kapos AND opa AND
guardians

AND

FakeIndian

AND

guardianshipabuse

AND

BREAKING

AND

OldPeoplesHome4YO AND JRT AND Beto AND VoterSuppression AND Cwrtnewydd AND
REPUBLICANS AND IVoted AND FindMissingElla AND Terrier AND Midterms2018 AND
VoteDem AND YesOn10 AND Gaza AND BabyTrump AND Refugees AND Rohingya AND
VoteRedToSaveAmerica2018 AND VicVotes2018 AND BlueWave AND AusVotes2019 AND
BonfireNight AND MedicalCannabis AND Syria AND VoteSquad AND happyhalloween2018
AND BeAVoter AND VeteransDay AND Corgi AND Genocide AND RedWaveRising2018 AND
Republican AND StanLee AND farmer AND AmericaFirst AND VoteBlue2018 AND Diwali AND
CampfireJamesWoods AND MAGABomber AND Doberman AND VoteTuesday AND Palestine
AND BlueWave2018 AND BUILDTHEWALL AND HappyHallowen AND VoteThemOut AND
dogs AND FakeNews AND BelvoirThugs AND YESorYES AND LestWeForget AND 101وﻋﺪ_ﺑﻠﻔﻮر
AND BasicIncome AND BalfourDeclaration AND Live
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Appendix 3: Scopus Stem Form- Main Terms
Stem Terms disregard different forms of the same word (Plural, Singular, Capital,
small letters). Below are the overlapping main forms (terms in above 30 citations and
below 30 citations) which are rooted in the same stem form
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Appendix 4: Investigation of 22 Twitter users and their relation
to companies
Twitter User

Company
account

dme_health

X

Company
connected

Type according to company website

Location

DME Health: Investment platform for healthcare sector.
(https://www.dmehealth.biz)

Boston, MA,
USA

Simonfgreenwood

X

CGI: IT Service partner for governmental and commercial
transformations. (https://www.cgi.com/en)

Manchester, UK

thehipposhoe

X

Bet-game: Advertisement for earning money with sport bets,
connected to Rich Simmonds. (bet635sport.net)

Centurion, South
Africa

colorstreammedia

Blog about different ethics in media.

-

alecpett

X

Suazio: Health technology consulting.
(suazio.com/health-technology-innovation/)

Philadelphia, PA,
USA

expandamp

X

Events & Consulting for Social Media Influence and Leadership.
(richsimmondsza.com)

South Africa

piyuanker12

Description: “AYO KITA JAGA NKRI” - “We are saving the NKRI”.
(Negara Kesatuan Republik Indonesia)

Jawa Timur,
Indonesia

energiatutka

“Visionary, Digiaja's energy designer, Service Provider for
Digitalization, Energy Policy Speaker, User Oriented,
Productization”

Oulu, Finnland

Codecascade Properties: luxury real estate,
Five accounts connected to the same company. checking later on
again revealed that two of the got. (https://codecascade.com)

Secunderabad,
India

Enterprise Smart Home Automation Services for Property
Managers. (https://www.pointcentral.com)

Portland, OR,
US

eViraHealth: health technology consulting with Evan Kirstel.
(https://www.evirahealthtechstrategies.com)

Boston, MA, US

Account with retweets about IoT

US

Christopher6741;
harryvincent663;
alfonsostefan68;
aidencarter678;
anthony04682
pointcentral

X

X

irmaraste

X

wiomax_va
vdeinstitut

X

VDE Institut:
Testing and Certification of electrotechnical devices, components
and systems (https://www.vde.com/tic-en)

Offenbach am
Main, Germany

people4research

X

People for research: Market research and user testing recruitment
service for paid research projects in the UK.
(https://www.peopleforresearch.co.uk)

UK

firookartal

Masterstudent Energy & Buildingsystems

Ravensburg,
Germany

7nh6zt4ej6mmb3a

Account name: Abujaib (Private Account)

-

Events & Consulting for Social Media Influence and Leadership
(richsimmondsza.com)

South Africa

Professor at FHNW, Social Media, Ecommerce and Digital
Marketing

Basel,
Switzerland

richsimmondsza

mdallavecchia

X
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Appendix 5: Translation of Arabic hashtags into English
Platform lift _ رﻓﻊ اﻟﻤﻨﺼﺔ
Lift _ رﻓﻊ
Handicap _ ﻋﺎﺋﻖ
Elderly _ ﻛﺒﺎر اﻟﺴﻦ
Old ages _ اﻟﻌﺼﻮر اﻟﻘﺪﯾﻤﺔ
Abu Dhabi _ أﺑﻮ ﻇﺒﻲ
Elderly care _ رﻋﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻨﯿﻦ
UAE _ اﻹﻣﺎرات اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
Dubai _ دﺑﻲ
Interial design _ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﯿﻢ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻲ
Modern House _ ﻣﻨﺰل ﺣﺪﯾﺚ
Wheelchair _ ﻛﺮﺳﻲ ﻣﺘﺤﺮك
Special needs _ اﺣﺘﯿﺎﺟﺎت ﺧﺎﺻﺔ
Scientific co _ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ
Italian lift _ راﻓﻌﺔ اﯾﻄﺎﻟﯿﺔ
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Appendix 6: Additional Scopus Figures
IoT subject area

IoT documents by year
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Facebook subject area

Facebook documents by year
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Appendix 7: Scopus Intertopic distance map
Topic 1
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Topic 2
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Topic

3
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Topic 4

80

Topic 5
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Topic 6

82

Topic 7
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Appendix 8: Thick data article summary
A (Peek et al. 2015)
A study conducted in Netherlands interviewed 53 community-dwelling elderly about
their acceptability in relation to technology, and one of the topics were smart homes.
The elderly for example talked about privacy concerns, not wanting to invest in
technology they don’t understand, and about technology being intrusive. The main
conclusion from the article was that elderly perceive technology very differently,
depending on their physical, social, and personal contexts.

B (Portet et al. 2014)
A study conducted in France focused on 8 healthy elderly, 7 relatives, and 3 health
care workers in relation to a user evaluation of a smart home with voice command
functionality embedded. In general, the elderly liked the idea of voice commands in a
smart home. However, they were worried about getting lazy if the smart home
helped them too much, they wanted to stay active. Other concerns were about
safety, privacy, security, and reliability. In relation to privacy, the elderly wouldn’t
want cameras in their homes.

C (van Hoof et al. 2011)
A study conducted in Netherlands included elderly participants (age 65+) living in a
home with a prototype of the Unattended Autonomous Surveillance system (an
example of ambient intelligence technology) in order to assist ageing in place. 18
participants were included in the first round of interviews, however only 12 in the
second. The study looked at the needs and motives of the elderly in relation to
assess if and how ambient technologies can support ageing in place.

D (Harmo et al., 2005 )
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This research was conducted in Finland and was rather targeting the care takers. A
questionnaire was analyzed based on a poll with 83 subjects from a functional house
where two showrooms were exhibited with commercially available smart home
features. Interviews in the following were rooted in the caretakers and their reflection
on the elderly needs. The research rather focused on robots in detail and also
exposed that each company had to pay a yearly commission for their products being
exposed in the facilities.

E & F(Courtney et al., 2008) & (Courtney, 2008)
Refers to a study where four focus groups were involved with 11 unique
respondents. This research was followed up with three interviews. The subjects were
volunteers (65+years) living in American retirement houses where smart home
technology was investigating to introduce smart home technologies as a bed-,
motion-, kitchen safety- and fall detection sensor. The main objective was to review
the technology acceptance in relation to privacy concerns. The elderly had quite
different opinions about their privacy, however, there was some interest in the
technology.

G (Demiris, 2004)
This study inquired the perceptions and expectations of elderly citizens of smart
technology, that has been installed in their homes as part of a pilot project. The focus
of the project has been to improve the quality of life for the elderly and/or monitor
their health status. Three focus groups (15 participants in total; age 65+) were held.

H (Demiris, 2008)
The aim of this study was to investigate the perceived advantages and concerns of a
technology, that would be able to generate information on resident’s physical activity
levels, sleep patterns and potential emergencies by use of sensors installed at their
home. All study participants (14 in total; age 65+) were from the TigerPlace - a
retirement community designed for ageing in place. Three focus group sessions
were conducted.
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Appendix 9: Thick data analysis from the Scopus dataset
Please note, that full analysis, with quotes representing each sub-category and
theme can be available upon request.

Table 1. Documents, their perceived discourse sentiment and the context of the
studies
Article

Positive

Negative

Physical
Testing

Figurative

A

0

nA

-

+

B

+

nA

+

-

C

+/-

nA

+

-

D

nA

0

+

-

E

0

nA

-

+

F

0

nA

-

+

G

+/-

+/-

+

-

H

+

nA

nA

+

Table 2. Themes in the documents analysed
Accepta

Monitorin
Emergenc
nce Indepen
g Monito
y
& dence &
&
Perceived environm
ring
Reliab infrastru autonom Privac
Influencer
ent
Cost
y
security
Usability
Article
need
health
ility
cture
y
s
A

0

nA

nA

-

nA

nA

0

-

nA

-

nA

B

nA

-

-

nA

-

nA

-

-

nA

-

nA

C

+/-

nA

nA

nA

+

+

+

+/-

+

-

+

D

-

0

nA

-

-

-

+

nA

nA

nA

+

E

-

-

nA

nA

nA

0

+

-

+

nA

0

F

0

-

nA

nA

nA

-

-

-

nA

nA

nA

G

+

0

+

nA

nA

-

nA

-

+

nA

nA

H

nA

nA

-

-

nA

+

nA

-

+

-

nA
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Appendix 10: Scopus Overall Sentiment
The sentiment analysis returns two outputs A) sentiment which is rated from -10
(very negative) to 10 (very positive), and B) subjectivity where the scale goes from 0
to 10, 0 being “objective” or factual, and 10 being very opinionated (Cortext, 2018).
The sentiment analysis was then visualized in Tableau.
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To see the general emotions incorporated in all abstracts of the full dataset, we did a sentiment
analysis in Cortext. Overall, the sentiment polarization was centered around 0 and 1 with little outliers,
which indicates that the abstracts were in general written with not overly negative or positive
sentiments.

Sentiment polarization (Tableau)

Sentiment subjectivity (Tableau)
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Appendix 11: Google Trends
Google search is the most used search engine around the world with 92% market
share (Statcounter, 2018). As part of exploring how the public arena is shaping the
discourse on smart homes, Google Trends were used as a tool to see how the
search interest for terms "smart home", "smart homes", "automated home" and
"elderly care" has increased over time from year 2004 to November 2018.

Figure 42. Google Trends: the interest in keywords "smart home", "smart homes", "automated home"
and "elderly care" over time from 2004 to November 2018, worldwide.

It is important to note, that the keywords are not correlated and therefore the visual
representation might be deceptive. Nonetheless, the growth in interest for the
keyword "smart home" is apparent during the past 5 years, whereas synonyms
"smart homes" and "automated home" seem to be far less popular, and "elderly
care" has remained somewhat similar during the period of time.

When looking closer into the changes for the keyword "smart home", we found the
peaks interesting to explore further. A "related queries" feature in Google Trends led
us to specific keywords, that Google suggests are related to so called "breakouts",
or, in other words, peaks (Figure 42). Based on these findings, assumptions were
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made on what the peaks could have represented for each time period (Figure 43).
Please note the words "assumption" and "could have", as the related queries tool
seems to be purely suggestive.

Figure 43. Google trends "related queries" feature

Even though it is problematic to capture and deep dive into details with a tool like
Google Trends, the tendency for increased interest is apparent. Based on keywords
responsible for breakouts during the past 5 years, the interest is mostly peaking
through virtual home assistants (like Google Home and Amazon Alexa), as well as
entertainment shows portraying highly intelligent and tech-driven houses. Both show
increased curiosity for the use of digital advancements to ease everyday life, which
could further shape the acceptance of smart homes used for elderly care.
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Appendix 12: Negative sentiment tweet

Negatively assessed tweet from the Smarthome query (Tableau).

Appendix 13: Most frequent hashtags - Smarthome AND Health
These are the Co-hashtags of Smarthome and Health

(Tableau)
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Appendix 14: Most retweets - Smarthome AND Health

Appendix 15: Most retweets - Smarthome AND Elderly

(Tableau)
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